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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, we are living in a new era of information technology that given
an advantages to the society for having their own computer. Computer is important
medium in our life and the usage of computer is very broad but only a few of us
have skill in computer repairing. Therefore, a diagnostic system will be a great
help to give suggestion on troubleshoot computer damage. This system will act as
fault analyst and will recommend suggestion on what the problem and how to fix
the problem. Some research has been done on computer hardware, on some factor
that causes computer damage and to the expert system component. This system will
be built using prototype methodology and Personal Homepages Tools or PHP for
programming language. Hopefully, this system will help desktop computer user
that have basic troubleshooting skill in checking the causes of damage in more
effective and easy way, hence the user will have learn much better about the
technique on troubleshooting a desktop computer.
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